Fishbourne Church of England Primary School
Computing Curriculum Overview – Final Draft 2020
Our Ultimate End Goal:
What will our computing students be able to do when they leave us?
By the time pupils leave Fishbourne Primary School, we aim to develop pupils who are responsible, confident and creative users of technology, who apply computational thinking
beyond the Computing curriculum. They will become digitally literate and are active participants in a digital world. They will know how to stay safe whilst using technology and on the
internet, minimising risk to themselves and others. It is vital that all children understand and follow our agreed E-Safety rules and know who to contact if they have concerns,
including the use of report buttons. Our children will have had repeated practical experience writing computer programs in order to solve problems, including logic & algorithms.
They will have the ability to ask and answer questions through collecting, analysing, evaluating and presenting data and information. Ultimately, they will have a clear understanding
how digital networks work and the services they provide. This will enable them to use search options effectively whilst understanding the need to evaluate the relevance of content.
The children will be respectful, responsible and competent digital citizens; they will have the knowledge to support themselves and others online.

Curriculum Coverage (NC)
What are the most basic requirements from the National Curriculum?
EYFS
Year 1
Year 2
Connected to relevant
early learning goals

Use technology safely and
respectfully, keeping
personal information
private; identify where to
go for help and support
when they have concerns
about content or contact
on the internet or other
online technologies

Use technology safely and
respectfully, keeping
personal information
private; identify where to
go for help and support
when they have concerns
about content or contact
on the internet or other
online technologies

Being imaginative

Understand what
algorithms are; how they
are implemented as
programs on digital
devices; and that
programs execute by
following precise and
unambiguous instructions

Understand what
algorithms are; how they
are implemented as
programs on digital
devices; and that
programs execute by
following precise and
unambiguous instructions

Programming
Understanding

Create and debug simple
programmes

Create and debug simple
programmes

Understanding technology
Technology
E-Safety
Self-confidence and selfawareness
Managing feelings and
behaviour
Digital literacy
Exploring and using media
and materials

Moving and Handling

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

Use technology safely,
respectfully and
responsibly; recognise
acceptable/unacceptable
behaviour; identify a
range of ways to report
concerns about content
and contact

Use technology safely,
respectfully and
responsibly; recognise
acceptable/unacceptable
behaviour; identify a
range of ways to report
concerns about content
and contact

Use technology safely,
respectfully and
responsibly; recognise
acceptable/unacceptable
behaviour; identify a
range of ways to report
concerns about content
and contact

Use technology safely,
respectfully and
responsibly; recognise
acceptable/unacceptable
behaviour; identify a
range of ways to report
concerns about content
and contact

Design, write and debug
programs that accomplish
specific goals, including
controlling or simulating
physical systems; solve
problems by decomposing
them into smaller parts

Design, write and debug
programs that accomplish
specific goals, including
controlling or simulating
physical systems; solve
problems by decomposing
them into smaller parts

Design, write and debug
programs that accomplish
specific goals, including
controlling or simulating
physical systems; solve
problems by decomposing
them into smaller parts

Design, write and debug
programs that accomplish
specific goals, including
controlling or simulating
physical systems; solve
problems by decomposing
them into smaller parts

Use sequence, selection,
and repetition in
programs; work with
variables and various
forms of input and output

Use sequence, selection,
and repetition in
programs; work with
variables and various
forms of input and output

Use sequence, selection,
and repetition in
programs; work with
variables and various
forms of input and output

Use sequence, selection,
and repetition in
programs; work with
variables and various
forms of input and output

Use technology
purposefully to create,
organise, store,
manipulate and retrieve
digital content

Use technology
purposefully to create,
organise, store,
manipulate and retrieve
digital content

Recognise common uses of
information technology
beyond school

Recognise common uses of
information technology
beyond school

Use logical reasoning to
explain how some simple
algorithms work and to
detect and correct errors
in algorithms and
programs

Use logical reasoning to
explain how some simple
algorithms work and to
detect and correct errors
in algorithms and
programs

Use logical reasoning to
explain how some simple
algorithms work and to
detect and correct errors
in algorithms and
programs

Use logical reasoning to
explain how some simple
algorithms work and to
detect and correct errors
in algorithms and
programs

Understand computer
networks, including the
internet; how they can
provide multiple services,
such as the World Wide
Web, and the
opportunities they offer
for communication and
collaboration

Understand computer
networks, including the
internet; how they can
provide multiple services,
such as the World Wide
Web, and the
opportunities they offer
for communication and
collaboration

Understand computer
networks, including the
internet; how they can
provide multiple services,
such as the World Wide
Web, and the
opportunities they offer
for communication and
collaboration

Understand computer
networks, including the
internet; how they can
provide multiple services,
such as the World Wide
Web, and the
opportunities they offer
for communication and
collaboration

Use search technologies
effectively, appreciate
how results are selected
and ranked, and be
discerning in evaluating
digital content

Use search technologies
effectively, appreciate
how results are selected
and ranked, and be
discerning in evaluating
digital content

Use search technologies
effectively, appreciate
how results are selected
and ranked, and be
discerning in evaluating
digital content

Use search technologies
effectively, appreciate
how results are selected
and ranked, and be
discerning in evaluating
digital content

Select, use and combine a
variety of software
(including internet
services) on a range of
digital devices to design
and create a range of
programs, systems and
content that accomplish
given goals, including
collecting, analysing,
evaluating and presenting
data and information

Select, use and combine a
variety of software
(including internet
services) on a range of
digital devices to design
and create a range of
programs, systems and
content that accomplish
given goals, including
collecting, analysing,
evaluating and presenting
data and information

Select, use and combine a
variety of software
(including internet
services) on a range of
digital devices to design
and create a range of
programs, systems and
content that accomplish
given goals, including
collecting, analysing,
evaluating and presenting
data and information

Select, use and combine a
variety of software
(including internet
services) on a range of
digital devices to design
and create a range of
programs, systems and
content that accomplish
given goals, including
collecting, analysing,
evaluating and presenting
data and information

Our computing curriculum is split into four different strands. Together they make the entire computing curriculum but refer to different parts of computational
understanding. These are:
Computer Science Theory and Online Safety – Teaching and learning about how important it is to stay safe online and the thinking behind computing.
Programming– Is the study of processes that a computer may do. This includes data, algorithms, coding and programming.
Information Technology – using a range of physical technology and devices
Digital Literacy – understanding how computers and technology work. This includes school networks and the internet.

PROCEDURAL KNOWLEDGE - What skills do we want our computing students to have? Analyse, evaluate and solve problems
How will these skills build on what went before and help prepare our children for what is coming next?
Computer Science Theory and Online Safety Programming
EYFS
Year 1
Hold and use a mouse
correctly
Discuss the use of
everyday technology such
as TVs, phones etc
Save work to a designated
place
Click and drag on PC, iPad
and smartboard
Use keyboard to type
short, simple words
Order and sequence
events and give
instructions
Record and playback a
video/photo and sounds
Use technology to draw a
picture, add text and
animate it

Information Technology
Year 2

Digital Literacy
Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

As the previous year and:

As the previous year and:

As the previous year and:

As the previous year and:

As the previous year and:

As the previous year and:

Discuss and explore how
to use technology safely
and carefully.

Use a list of trusted, previsited websites to search
the internet effectively
and safely. Use this skill
to research a given topic

Use search engines
effectively and safely

Use search engines
effectively and safely

Use the internet/search
tools effectively and

Use the internet/search
tools effectively and

Understand how to keep
information private and
how to report concerns.

To use blogging and email
confidently to
communicate and support
learning.

safely with support from
adults and begin to
understand the
importance of

safely without support
from adults and begin to
understand the
importance of

using/reproducing the
information

using/reproducing the
information

To enhance learning in and

To use a range of devices

out of school by choosing
the appropriate
technology (email, seesaw
etc...)

(handheld and not) to
extend learning,
understanding and
competency of ICT skills

Log on to a PC using their
log-in details, save a
document and then shut
down safely
Use ‘WORD’ to write
simple sentences and
choose different fonts
and colours
Use a digital paint
programme to draw,
reshape and recolour
pictures. Add labels to
pictures or photographs.
Create a simple set of
instructions to make
something happen

Use ‘WORD’ or a similar
programme to write a
story. Add pictures and
borders.
Record using digital
cameras or recorders to
suit a given intention
Sequence instructions to
control a rover
Write a set of
instructions for a
programme (Scratch,
Kodu etc...)
Open saved documents
from their school folder

Import and export text
from a range of sources.
Change the font, colour
and letter casing and
make corrections.
Use the spellchecker and
dictionary accurately.
Use find and replace text
within text.
To sort data and produce
a graph.

Make and edit a short film
using appropriate media
packages adding sound or
voice.
To combine photographs
and text using an
appropriate programme
To test and debug
programmes/or sets of
instructions.
Use simple programming
software to create a
simple game using

in the real world.
Use email and attach
documents to
communicate

To communicate with
friends online safely using
a variety of media.

Create a presentation
incorporating text, images
and sounds for an

To create a webpage with
hyperlinks and embedded

identified audience.

videos.

Use a range of media
(internet, CD-ROMs,
DVDs etc) to find
information about a given
topic

Use commands to build a
complex of instructions to
control devices on screen.
Confidently save work and
retrieve files from a
range of places on
networks.
Begin to use blogging,
seesaw and email to
communicate and support
learning.

extensive knowledge of
algorithms.

Create a presentation

Create a document that is

To combine complex
sequences of instructions.

with pictures and text
including slide transitions
and hyperlinks

fit for purpose, using a
range of publishing tools
to suit a specific task.

Create a document that is
fit for purpose, using a
range of publishing tools.
Including making mind-

Combine text and graphics
for effect to suit a
purpose.

maps with images

To use sequences of
instructions to write a
series of code to suit a

Understand how the
school network, search
engines, the internet and
passwords work

Use commands to build
complex sequences of
instructions. Use
sequences of instructions
to control devices.

purpose such as a game.
Control devices and onscreen games by writing
sequences of instructions.

Describe at least one
decision made in an
algorithm

Code devices to carry out
a specific task.

Explain your ‘code’ that
controls a device

Use formulae in a
spreadsheet and interpret
and interrogate

Interpret and interrogate
information.

information.

Explore virtual maps

Create films, including
sound effects, music,
transitions and special
effects.
Save productions to an
external media such as a
hard-drive, USB or CD.

PROPOSITIONAL KNOWLEDGE - What key concepts or knowledge will our computing students have?
What knowledge do we want to emphasise? How will knowledge be built on what went before and prepare our children for what is coming next?
EYFS
Year 1
Year 2
Year 3
Year 4
Year 5
Have a basic
As the previous year
As the previous year
As the previous year
As the previous year
As the previous year
understanding of online and:
and:
and:
and:
and:
safety
Learn on a basic level
Know how to safely use
Understand how to use
Understand how the
Understand how and
Know the parts of a PC
what the internet
the internet to
the internet, in
school network works
why the internet can
and what they do
is/can do.
research a project
particular social media
and to understand
be used to find
sites safely.
strong and weak
information.
Understand how to use
Understand that the
Understand how to use
passwords.
PC mouse and keyboard internet can be
the internet,
Understand how to use
Understand how to
dangerous and that
specifically social
search engines safely.
Generate, develop,
create and use online
Know how to take a
they need to stay safe
media sites, safely.
organise and present
accounts safely.
picture/film digitally
on the internet.
To create a simple
work using ICT.
Understand how to
presentation on a topic,
Understand why
Open and close PC
Understand how to log- choose a computer
including animations
Understand how to
websites, games and
programmes e.g. word,
in, save a document and programme to suit a
and sounds.
choose an appropriate
other media have age
powerpoint... and save
shut down a PC safely
purpose.
programme to create
restrictions.
work.
Choose a programme to 2d and 3d design.
Find and use ‘WORD’ to Use a PC and other
create documents that
Understand how to use
write short sentences
devices with increasing are fit for purpose.
Increased
word, powerpoint,
confidence
understanding of how
excel and emails to a
Use simple instructions
Use appropriate
to use instructions in a
high standard.
(move forward, left,
Understand how to
programmes such as,
sequence.
right, back) to code
find bugs in a
paint, 2simple and
To use an appropriate
programme and suggest digital devices to
Understanding of how
programme to carry
Learn that an algorithm ways to fix a problem
record pictures,
to find bugs in a set of
out a challenge or solve
is a set of instructions
diagrams, melodies and
instructions.
a problem
Understand how to
sound files to suit a
predict outcomes of an purpose.
Save and load
algorithm and suggest
procedures
possible problems
Understand how to
(instructions) to a
(bugs)
build a complex series
computer.
of instructions.
Understand different
Understand how to use
ways to find and debug
instructions to control
code
devices

Year 6
As the previous year
and:
Understand how social
media works and how
to stay safe whilst
using it.
Understand viruses and
download/upload,
focusing on safety.
Understand and use
terms related to the
internet such as
WWW, URL and ISP
Understand how to
create an email account
safely with help from
adults.
Understand how to
create a webpage with
hyperlinks
To explain exactly
what each part of a
code does within the
sequence.
To apply debugging
skills to ensure the
code works.

What key vocabulary will our computing students need? Vocabulary is important because it embodies and communicates concepts.
EYFS
Year 1
Year 2
Year 3
Year 4
Computing
All from previous year
All from previous year
All from previous year
All from previous year
plus:
plus:
plus:
plus:
technology
document
bugs
search engine
2d
digital
safety
debugging
blogging
3d
online safety
instructions
device
communication
generate
programme
algorithm
Social Media
e-mail
publish
instruction
internet
project
password
software
media
recording
data
media
sequence
network
evaluation
design
animation
copy & paste

Year 5
All from previous year
plus:

Year 6
All from previous year
plus:

coding

URL

restrictions

WWW

information

ISP

virtual

download

interpret

upload

interrogate

viruses

hyperlinks

hard-drive

transitions

USB

hardware

formulae
handheld

What experiences do we want our computing students to have had?
What opportunities will our geographers have had to ‘make the world a better place’?
EYFS
Year 1
Year 2
Year 3
Safer computing day
Safer computing day
Safer computing day
Safer computing day
Parent/Carer
workshops for using
technology and staying
safe online

Parent/Carer
workshops for using
technology and staying
safe online

Visit from a game
designer, (Portsmouth
and Chichester
University, SEGA are
all useful for this).

Publishing their
creations (videos)
online. This may be
videos on the school
website.
Junior STEM Lego
robotics workshop in
school

Year 4
Safer computing day

Year 5
Safer computing day

Year 6
Safer computing day

Coding and robotics
workshop in school
from Lego

Take part in a STEM
fair

Take part in a STEM
fair

An example of a Learning experience for each year group. These have been designed to fit into two weeks of learning. These are only suggested steps and may be adapted to suit
your class, resources and environment.
Our plan, as a school, is to teach all computing lessons through using Lego. This link https://education.lego.com/en-us takes you to the website where you will be able to download
curriculum packs and resources to supplement your learning experience. All of the computers and ipads will also have the Lego wedo software to code the Lego robots. For EYFS and
year 1, there are some fantastic free resources too.
Useful links:
https://raisingrobots.com
https://education.lego.com/en-us
EYFS

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

Suggestions of how computing can enhance other areas of the curriculum. These are a collection of ideas that can be added to over the years.
Writing and
Maths
Science
History
Geography
PE
Art
Reading
Green Screen –
film the children
in a setting of
your choice

TT Rockstars
Maths Bot

Youtube/Vimeo
video links
(Watch
carefully)

Countdown
Audio books –
there are many
websites which
allow free
listening of
books

https://teachinglondoncomputing.org/interdisciplinarycomputational-thinking/computer-science-and-maths/

Hubble space
telescope

Green screen
– go back in
time

Google Earth

Videos of sport
coaching
Analyse
performance
with slowmotion videos

Horrible
histories
Video call a
historian

NASA
European Space
Agency

Video calls to
authors/people
of interest via
the school Sype
and webcam
Countdown

Pobble
Once upon a
picture
DT
Algorithms – a
set of
instructions to
make something
work

French

Music
Garage Band

PSHCE
Digital
citizenship
links

RE
Google Earth –
visit famous
religious sites

Other
Padlet

Virtual
gallery
tours – visit
the Louvre,
The Vatican
or Tate
gallery

Useful programmes and apps and what they do.
Seesaw – an online resource sharing programme
Tapestry – an online resource sharing programme
Kodu – Coding programme by Miscrosoft
Sketch up – a programme for design
www.hourofcode.org
Lego wedo - https://education.lego.com/en-gb/product/wedo
Raspberry Pi - app builder
www.Knex.com
Minecraft - programme for coding
https://www.barefootcomputing.org - offer computational thinking workshops
https://codeclub.org/en/start-a-code-club - Weekly coding club
https://www.stem.org.uk/primary-computing-resources - great resources for teaching all computing
Bitzbox/Khan Academy - coding apps

Knowledge Organisers
These are a useful tool for adults and children. They can help to focus learning and to discuss different vocabulary.
These knowledge organisers are split into year 1&2, 3&4 and 5&6. The colour coding remains the same for the 4 areas
of computing.

Here is a list of books that link to the computing curriculum. This list can be added
to as and when books are used. Currently, authors such as Frank Cottrell-Boyce and
Malorie Blackman are embracing computing and adding lots to their books.

PENGUINPIG
Stuart Spendlow & Amy Bradley

Ant Clancy: Games Detective

Written by a teacher, PENGUINPIG is designed to teach the concept of esafety to young children and is a great choice of book for EYFS and KS1.
The story features a little girl who becomes intrigued by a penguinpig that
she encounters online. When she takes the decision to go out and meet the
penguinpig for herself, she finds that things are not always as they seem on
the internet and that from now on she must think before she clicks.

Ruth Morgan
Designed to appeal to children with a love of gaming, Ant Clancy: Games Detective
is a fast-paced adventure story that could be enjoyed by any reader who likes an
action-packed mystery story. Ant is the only person in Westford Abbey who can’t
get into playing Ray-Chay, the new virtual reality game that everyone else is
obsessed with. Soon something goes very wrong with the game, which somehow
spills over into real life, and Ant is the person who will get to the bottom of what’s
happening and try to put things right. As the story unfolds, the line between the
gaming world and reality is blurred even further in the race to uncover the truth.

Buy on Amazon
From the creators of number one best-selling PENGUINPIG comes
MONKEYCOW (Limited Edition)! When a little girl creates the most delicious
chocolate cake imaginable for the summer fair, she hides it in a top-secret
underground base with a password for the door. Filled with delight, she makes
her way around the town spreading the news and sharing the password with
some locals. However, little does she know the disaster that is soon to strike…

Level Up

One night Chick hops onto the farmer's house and has a browse on his
computer - CLICK - soon she's shopping online for the whole farm! But when
she arranges to meet up with a friend she's made online, she discovers all is not
as it seems...

Tom Nicoll & Anjan Sarkar
Flo loves gaming but gets more than she bargains for when she meddles with one
of her mum's technological inventions and finds herself sucked into a video game.
Can she use all of her gaming know-how to get herself and her friend Max out in
one piece? A great choice of illustrated chapter book that will appeal to reluctant
readers in KS2.

Buy on Amazon
Everyone loves Goldilocks’ hilarious online videos, but in her quest to get more
likes, more laughs and more hits, she tries something a little more daring:
stealing porridge #pipinghot, breaking chairs #fun, and using someone else’s
bed #sleep. What will Daddy Bear do when he sees that online?

In the Key of Code
Aimee Lucido

The Person Controller
David Baddiel & Jim Field
Fred and Ellie are twins who love video games. One day a Mystery Man sends the
twins a mysterious-looking video game controller that gives them control of reallife people. Witty and fast-paced, David Baddiel spins a winner of a story for gaming
fans.

Suitable for Upper KS2/Lower KS3, this is a verse novel about an American girl
called Emmy who tries to figure out the ups and downs of life while balancing her
two separate passions; coding and music. As the book progresses, Emmy’s two
worlds begin to interweave, showing how notes, beats and rhythms overlap with
code, language and algorithms.

Buy on Amazon

Hacker
Malorie Blackman
A cyber-crime thriller from the former Children's Laureate Malorie Blackman.
Vicky's father is sent to jail for stealing a large sum of money from the bank and she
sets about to prove that he is innocent. Using her brilliant computer skills, Vicky
decides to hack into the bank computer files to find evidence of the truth about the
real thief.
Also features on:

Buy on Amazon

100 Things to Know About Numbers, Computers &
Coding
Various
Shortlisted for the Royal Society Young People's Book Prize 2019, this is a bright
and colourful non-fiction text about computers and coding. 100 fascinating facts
are appealingly presented via infographic-style illustrations, short text boxes and

diagrams. This is the kind of non-fiction text that children like to choose to read and
read again.

Buy on Amazon

The Dog Who Saved the World
Ross Welford
Georgie Santos loves dogs more than anything in the world. Soon, Georgie is no
longer allowed to see her beloved pet Mr Mash after he becomes sick with a
deadly and highly contagious disease that threatens the life of every dog in the
country. The only thing distracting Georgie from the pain of not being able to see
Mr Mash is her new friendship with Dr Pretorius, an eccentric old scientist who is
developing a curious virtual reality project inside a domed room. As time goes on
and the deadly disease becomes even more serious, Georgie begins to wonder
whether Dr Pretorius might hold the key to changing the future and, together with
her beloved Mr Mash, embarks on a hair-raising virtual adventure to save the
world.

Buy on Amazon

I Swapped My Brother On The Internet
Jo Simmons & Nathan Reed
I laugh-out-loud chapter book that will appeal to anyone who has ever wished they
could upgrade their sibling for a better model. Johnny is fed up of being picked on
by older brother Ted, so when he stumbles across a website called
SiblingSwap.com, he turns to the internet to solve his problems. What follows is a
hilarious series of not-quite-perfect alternative siblings. There is also an
accompanying activity pack available to go with this book.

Buy on Amazon

The Accidental Rock Star
Tom McLaughlin
A laugh-a-minute story about overnight internet success. Ollie and Hector dream
of being rock stars, but unfortunately they have very little musical talent. One day,
as they are making their own music video in Ollie’s room, a twist of fate shoots
them to overnight success online. Before they know it, they become the biggest
stars in the world - even though it was actually Ollie’s pet cat Nigel who is
responsible for their music going viral.

Buy on Amazon

Why Are There Different Computer Languages?

Kirsty Holmes
Part of the 'Computers and Coding' non-fiction series designed for ages 5-9, this
visually appealing information text looks at the difference between computer
languages including Scratch, HTML and Python. You may also like the other books
in this recommended series too, such as How Computers Work (available here),
Staying Safe Online (available here) and What is Coding? (available here).

Buy on Amazon

The Stig Plays a Dangerous Game
Jon Claydon & Tim Lawler
This Top Gear spin-off is a fast-paced action story featuring cars, computer games,
an evil billionaire, racing tournaments and of course, The Stig. The appeal will be
obvious to some readers, but even readers with no experience of Top Gear can
quickly become absorbed in this page-turning adventure full of twists and turns.
Sam Wheeler is new to his town, and nobody else seems to notice the strange
goings-on there because adults and children alike are addicted to a mysterious new
computer game called Xenon. Together with his new friends Mini Cooper and Ford
Harrison, Sam begins to investigate the strange happenings and save his town from
disaster.

Ada Lovelace (Little People, Big Dreams)
Sanchez Vegara, Maria Isabel & Zafouko Yamamoto
Ada Lovelace was one of the world's first computer programmers. Growing up in a
time when girls were not encouraged to pursue maths or science, Ada combined
her passion for STEM and her big imagination to dream the world's first computer
program. This illustrated picture book retells Ada's inspirational life and includes
extra facts and a biographical timeline with historical images.

Buy on Amazon

Knights and Bikes
Gabrielle Kent & Rex Crowle
Knights and Bikes is based on a computer game of the same name. It tells the story
of two girls who undertake an exciting adventure on the island of Penfurzy.
Demelza expects nothing exciting to happen on the island, until she meets a likeminded friend called Nessa and the pair dream up an adventure together. The
quirky story is fast-paced and filled with action and the right amount of humour.

Buy on Amazon

Glitch
Sarah Graley
A graphic novel suitable for upper KS2 about a girl able to enter into the world of
her new video game. Girl-gamer Izzy tries to juggle family, friendships and school in
her real life with the virtual world of her new game, in which she is destined to save
Dungeon City from the Big Boss.

Buy on Amazon

Troll Stinks!
Jeanne Willis & Tony Ross
This is a great choice of book for exploring the topic of e-safety and cyberbullying
with young children. Billy the Goat and his friend Cyril are playing with a phone
when they decide to send mean messages to the troll living under the bridge. Soon
the two friends discover that their online actions have had a big impact on troll's
feelings and that their messages were not such a fun idea after all. For more on
online safety, you may also like Chicken Clicking (available here) and #Goldilocks
(available here) by the same authors.

Buy on Amazon

Learn the Language of Social Media
William Anthony
A stylishly designed colourful glossary of words relating to social media. Organized
alphabetically, the book explains a range of terms from bitmojis and boomerangs
to memes and moderators, all in an informative and accessible way. Whether you
are a netiquette nerd or you don't know your YOLO from your YouTube, this a great
guide to have to hand and for pupils in KS2.

zon

Virtual Kombat: Gamer
Chris Bradford & Anders Frang
Street kid Scott jumps at the chance to be a Virtual Kombat gamer. If he can battle
his way up the ranks, the ultimate prize will be his. But then his friend Kate goes
missing in the battle arena, and Scott’s dream turns into a nightmare.

Buy on AmazonBuy on Amazon

Glossary
algorithm – an unambiguous procedure or precise step-by-step guide to solve a
problem or achieve an objective.
bugs – a mistake or problem within a set of code
computer networks – the computers and the connecting hardware (wifi access
points, cables, fibres, switches and routers) that make it possible to transfer
data using an agreed method (‘protocol’).
computational thinking – the thinking before the computer does the job itself
control – using computers to move or otherwise change ‘physical’ systems. The
computer can be hidden inside the system or connected to it.
data – a structured set of numbers, representing digitised text, images, sound
or video, which can be processed or transmitted by a computer.
debug – to detect and correct the errors in a computer program.
digital content – any media created, edited or viewed on a computer, such as
text (including the hypertext of a web page), images, sound, video (including
animation), or virtual environments, and combinations of these (i.e. multimedia).
information – the meaning or interpretation given to a set of data by its users,
or which results from data being processed.
input – data provided to a computer system, such as via a keyboard, mouse,
microphone, camera or physical sensors.
internet – the global collection of computer networks and their connections, all
using shared protocols (TCP/IP) to communicate.
logical reasoning – a systematic approach to solving problems or deducing
information using a set of universally applicable and totally reliable rules.

output – the information produced by a computer system for its user, typically
on a screen, through speakers or on a printer, but possibly though the control
of motors in physical systems.
program – a stored set of instructions encoded in a language understood by the
computer that does some form of computation, processing input and/ or stored
data to generate output.
repetition – a programming construct in which one or more instructions are
repeated, perhaps a certain number of times, until a condition is satisfied or
until the program is stopped.
search – to identify data that satisfies one or more conditions, such as web
pages containing supplied keywords, or files on a computer with certain
properties.
selection – a programming construct in which the instructions that are
executed are determined by whether a particular condition is met.
sequence – to place programming instructions in order, with each executed one
after the other.
services – programs running on computers, typically those connected to the
internet, which provide functionality in response to requests; for example, to
transmit a web page, deliver an email or allow a text, voice or video
conversation.
simulation – using a computer to model the state and behaviour of real-world
(or imaginary) systems, including physical and social systems; an integral part of
most computer games.
software – computer programs, including both application software (such as
office programs, web browsers, media editors and games) and the computer
operating system. The term also applies to ‘apps’ running on mobile devices and
to web- based services.
variables – a way in which computer programs can store, retrieve or change
simple data, such as a score, the time left, or the user’s name.
World Wide Web – a service provided by computers connected to the internet
(web servers), in which pages of hypertext (web pages) are transmitted to
users; the pages typically include links to other web pages and may be
generated by programs automatically.

Online Safety
To mark the beginning of each computing learning experience, one lesson or day (minimum) should be dedicated to online safety. We are using ‘be internet legends’
by google to inform our teaching of online safety. The link below will take you to the website. In each class there is a copy of the online safety toolkit but you can
also download this online.
https://beinternetlegends.withgoogle.com/en_uk/toolkit

Useful internet safety resources:
https://www.childnet.com/resources/smartie-the-penguin
https://www.saferinternet.org.uk/advice-centre/young-people/resources-3-11s
https://www.internetmatters.org/schools-esafety/primary/

